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You are now the proud owner of the Original Hangman™ Triple Secure™ XXL storage system.  

Please read these assembly instructions carefully.   

ASSEMBLY 

To minimize shipping costs, your storage system is sent to you with some assembly required.  

You will need to install the Hanger and Hook to complete your storage system.  If you also 

purchased a QuickBag, you will need to combined those installation instructions with these 

assembly instructions.  The process is simple and requires no tools (although pliers may make 

installing the cotter pins easier).  Simply follow the instructions below. 

 

Everything you need to assemble your Original 

Hangman™ Triple Secure™ storage system for hanging 

in your closet is shown in this photo.  The parts are 1-

locking UNIT, 1-HANGER, 1-HOOK with CABLE 

LOCK, 2-WASHERs, and 2-COTTER PINs. 

Take a moment to look where you will hang the Original 

Hangman™ Triple Secure™ storage system to decide if 

the HOOK should open to the right or left.  (It is simple 

to change the direction of the HOOK whenever you want 

to.) 
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Once you have decided in which direction the HOOK 

should open, install the HOOK on the HANGER by 

sliding one end of the HANGER through the HOOK 

eyelet, as shown in the photo.   

Note that in this photo, the HOOK opens to the left, so 

access to the Original Hangman™ Triple Secure™ 

storage system will be from the left side as it hangs in the 

closet. 

 

Unlock and open the DOOR, and insert one end of the 

HANGER into one of the holes in the UNIT (holes on the 

sides near the top).  You can leave the other HANGER 

end out for now.  Place one of the WASHERS on the 

HANGER end that is inside of the UNIT, then insert the 

straight leg of the COTTER PIN through the hole in the 

HANGER end.  Pliers may make installation of the 

COTTER PIN easier. 

This photo shows the WASHER and COTTER PIN in the 

correct position. 

 

If you haven’t installed the HOOK on the HANGER, you 

need to do so now! 

Pull the HANGER in the direction of the remaining side 

hole and insert the other HANGER end through this hole.  

Repeat the steps above to install the WASHER and 

COTTER PIN on this HANGER end. 

Assembly is now complete! 

 

INSTALLATION 

Once you have assembled the Original Hangman™ Triple Secure™ storage system as described 

above, you are ready to install the storage system in your closet.  Just hang the storage system 

from the closet rod (or metal closet system) so that the CABLE LOCK is on the backside (wall 

side) of the closet, as shown below.  We recommend placing items in the Original Hangman™ 

Triple Secure™ storage system once the storage system has been hung and the cable lock 

installed.   

Take the free end of the CABLE LOCK and feed it through the hole in the top surface of the 

UNIT.  Use the WING NUT to secure the CABLE LOCK to the UNIT.  See picture below.  
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Although the photo below shows two long guns in the UNIT, please install the CABLE LOCK 

before storing any firearms. 

MAKE SURE ANY FIREARM IS UNLOADED BEFORE STORING IN Original 

Hangman™ Triple Secure™ storage system.  

 

 

 

Once the Original Hangman™ Triple Secure™ storage system is installed in your closet, you can 

store whatever items to want to keep secure.  Once you lock the DOOR, your valuables are 

doubly secure.  To realize the Triple Secure™ security feature, you need to camouflage the 

storage system by hanging an article of clothing from the HANGER.  You can choose whether 

the clothing opens to the DOOR or the backside of the Original Hangman™ Triple Secure™ 

storage system.  There is an Original Hangman™ Triple Secure™ storage system and an 

Original Hangman™ XXL Triple Secure™ storage system in the picture below. 
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NOTES: 

 Please be aware of how much the Original Hangman™ XXL Triple Secure™ storage 

system and its contents weigh.  You don’t want to overload the closet rod or pull the rod 

brackets or closet system from the wall.  The strongest points are usually on either side of 

a support bracket and where the rod is supported by the wall.  You can install (or you can 

ask your management company to install, if you are a renter) additional closet rod 

support brackets.  Hangman Systems, LLC is not responsible for damage to closets, 

structures or personal items caused by overloading the item from which the Original 

Hangman™ Triple Secure™ storage system is suspended. 

 Use the hook & loop fasteners to secure the gun barrels to the UNIT.  Failure to use the 

use the hook & loop fasteners may allow the guns to fall out of the storage system when 

the door is opened.  MAKE SURE ANY FIREARM IS UNLOADED BEFORE 

STORING IN Original Hangman™ XXL Triple Secure™ storage system.  

 Most closet rods are easily removed from the rod end support brackets (once the clothes 

are removed). To make removal of the closet rod (and therefore removal of the Original 

Hangman™ Triple Secure™ storage system from the closet rod), you may consider 

securing the closet rod to its end mounts or support brackets.  For example, you may be 

able to insert a screw or nail into the wall (preferably into a wall stud) above the end of 

the closet rod to make removal of the rod more difficult.  HOWEVER, you are 

responsible for any damage you may cause to the closet or other structures.  This 

especially important if you are a renter.  Proceed with caution. 
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 If you purchased any Accessories, instructions for those Accessories are provided 

separately. 


